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Lesson Ground Rules

 Be open, honest, and direct
 Maintain confidentiality
 Manage ALL agreements
 Maintain a supportive environment
 Be prepared and stay focused
 Be self-monitoring
 Adopt a productive attitude for learning

Ground Rules are an agreement around how we will opera
work with each other and build our relationships with each oth

 Be open, honest and direct. Share how you feel, not ju

 Maintain confidentiality: No one pays a price for what
anyone in the room. This does not mean the meeting is a
principle of no attribution, no retribution. Be clear about
whom.

 Manage all agreements. There is a difference betwe
agreements. Managing agreements means that you keep ot
made with an agreement. Highly effective people also make
keep commitments more often.

 Maintain a supportive environment. Inviting eve
participate and contribute their ideas is a great way t
environment. Give recognition/acknowledgement to peopl
listen to what others are saying. Extend the dialogue an
lunches. Silence is not necessarily neutral as it may be a s
to make deposits. Avoid rescuing others.

 Be prepared and stay focused. Stay on the issues a
vacation in your mind. Keep a list of items that are “par
getting caught up in separate issues.

 Be self monitoring. Place a video camera on yourself. V
you play. Hold a mirror to see your own reflection and ob

 Adopt a Productive Attitude for learning. Open
contribute new ideas. No matter what is said, you can
possibility that someone else could be right. Try on a new
www.tsi4results.com

te, manage breakdowns,
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st how you think.

is said. You don’t quote
secret; simply follow the
what you can share with

en keeping and managing
hers current on progress
fewer commitments and

ryone in the group to
o maintain a supportive
e who take risks. Really
d support to breaks and
ign of withdrawal. Want

nd topics. Don’t take a
ked for later” and avoid

iew yourself, see the role
serve yourself.

yourself to new ideas;
hold open at least a 1%
coat of ideas.
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Lesson Strategies at Work

Standardization Objective: Decrease variation, make the system more predictable.
 Focus organizational resources on operating systems – making the systems

work more efficiently and discovering opportunities to tighten execution.
 Increased standardization often serves as a platform for positive change.

Continuous
improvement

Objective: Gradual, positive changes in performance over time.
In a statistical sense, standardization is about reducing variation, while
improvement is about shifting the mean.

Transformation
Objective: An intentional, dramatic, clearly evident shift in results.

Organizational Transformation:
The marked change in the nature or function of organizational systems
creating discontinuous, step-function improvement in sought after result
areas.
 Requires thoughtful discernment of the desired performance results & the

systemic changes required to generate the breakthrough.
 Typically, transformational opportunities come from shifting the value

exchange of the organization.
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Lesson Transformation Cornerstones

Self Mastery
This thrust focuses on change and improvement at the individual level. Just as an athlete
works to reach top physical condition, significant mental conditioning is needed for
those who undertake a transformation effort. Opportunities for growth are available by
raising consciousness about deeply held patterns of thinking. Often, we do not see
certain engrained patterns that hold back or slow down positive change.

Interpersonal Mastery
The organizational world emphasizes relationship management. Poor interpersonal
relationships are a primary driver of problems of organizational performance; yet few
attempt to address these interpersonal tensions directly and constructively. Instead, the
tendency is to hide behind the language and visible façade of pseudo-community.
Individuals are called upon to successfully build a significant number of rich relationships
in high performance organizations.

Value Exchange
Are you conscious of the many other individuals or organizations that hold your license
to operate? What is the implicit value exchange in each case? Indeed, all the change
tools in the world will not suffice if leaders do not understand the requirements of
success for their organization. This exchange is much more involved than $’s for
services or products. Deepening understanding of value exchange holds vast
opportunity for transformation of the organization.

Change Methodology
Energy must be focused toward the method(s) by which the transformation is
accomplished. A holistic approach is required when working with teams chartered to
lead large-scale, total system change and improvement. By what method is change
enacted? What change tools are brought to use? This is a focus of this transformation
cornerstone.

Self Mastery
Interpersonal

Mastery

Value Exchange
Change

Methodology
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Lesson ABCD Model

A (administering day-to-day), C (catering to crisis), D (doing the dumb) often tend to
wedge the B (building towards performance) out of the pie.

Some examples:
A: reading reports, email, scheduling
C: urgent (important and not important).
D: non value-add activities, time filling, not urgent or important, counterproductive
activities

For organizations to transform, C and D need to decrease. How do they decrease? By
B: strategic planning, forecasting, empowerment, relationship building, training,
prioritizing, developing people.

Sometimes, someone will drive a poorly designed B wedge into the pie, and it gets
driven back out. This is where B work becomes D work.

Sometimes people can get hooked on the adrenaline and heroism of C. They thrive on
solving crises, and so may create crises in order to react. This, however, quickly
becomes a dumb C, and reduces the propensity to do A & B.

Often, the organizational structure of A (administering) is a hierarchical organizational
chart. B (building the business) resembles interconnected circles (teams) with the
supplier and customer as part of the picture. C (catering to crisis) looks like a single
person hierarchy. D can be envisioned as that part of A, B, and C that is wasted doing
the dumb.

Ideally, the line between A and B fades, so that Building the Business becomes part of
Administering day-to-day. The desired future state is being unable to differentiate
between A and B work, spending a minimum of time on C and D.

A = Administer the business
B = Build the business
C = Cater to the crisis
D = Do the Dumb

A

B

C

D
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Lesson: Levels of Knowledge

Mastery

Skill

Methodology

Theory

Operational Definition

Teaching a child to drive a car reflects the levels of knowledge: awareness of how a
vehicle moves (theory); having been in a car, watching someone drive (operational
definition); knowing the mechanics of how to drive (methodology); after practice,
ironing out the kinks in parallel parking (skill); and teaching someone else how to drive
(mastery).

We might not be able to transfer our level of knowledge from one situation to another.
For example, a youth may crash the new family car on the road after driving perfectly in
the parking lot. Likewise, what we learn in this session may not be at the same level
when we’re back at work.

Moving up to mastery is analogous to enlarging your circle of influence. We all think
we’re masters within our own circle, but in different situations we may not be. For
each of us, we are going to be working to move ourselves up the levels; but, we may
not all be at the same level of knowledge.

Increased Knowledge
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Lesson: Mindset for Learning

The filters we place on people and their words challenge learning. So often the ideas
shared by an individual are blocked prior to being received. The listener is tempted to
jump to judgment of the concept or idea before it has even been completely shared.
The listener races to put a label on the concept….good or bad. This level of Mindset
for Learning is least effective.

If the listener suspends judgment for just a second, chances improve in hearing what the
sender is saying. However, the filter of “evaluation” also limits intake. The need to
compare in terms of effectiveness or fit compared to another concept or idea is at work
with evaluation. Is it better or worse than some other idea in the listener’s storage
vault?

Comparisons made without evaluation or judgment can be a hindrance too. Instead of
listening to the speaker and putting the picture of the introduced idea into the head, a
competing idea is brought into focus for the purpose of comparison. Therefore, the
listener is trying to focus on two pictures at the same time, like watching two televisions
at the same time.

Finally, to here the idea or concept without comparisons gives the listener the best
chance for understanding. Evaluation and judgment can be added after the idea is
understood.

Non-Discernment It is

Discernment Different

Evaluation Better/Worse

Judgment Good/Bad

Accelerated Learning
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Lesson: Leading A Life of Meaning

Human beings have unlimited potential to create lives of accomplishment and personal
fulfillment. However, a great number of us are in mystery about where we are going in
life. And although it may be human nature to ask the question “Why am I here?” to put
forth an answer is often the courageous step not taken. What purpose does my
existence serve? What difference can I make with my life? The answers to these
questions are not an easy task. Creating a life of meaning requires patience,
commitment and time dedicated to personal mastery.

We have seen the power and results of others who have achieved clarity of life purpose.
Through the works of well-known and influential leaders, such as Dr. Martin Luther
King and Nelson Mandela, and the achievements of ordinary people we can see the
power that clarity of purpose holds in our lives. We have also seen the remarkable
results that can be achieved by conscious and purposeful people working to forward the
goals of an organization. As a transformational leader a first step in creating a
purposeful organization is to personally build a life of meaning. Clarity of life purpose,
values and direction in life are imperative to deliberate and productive growth.

Leading a Life of Meaning requires you to know why you are here on earth (Purpose),
where are you going (Vision) and what you are doing (Daily Tasks). The relationship
between these three elements is often what is lost. A constant awareness to the higher
purpose and its connection to daily work are necessary to maintain full consciousness.
You choose the Values and related Operating Principles to establish self-imposed
boundaries. Operating within this area is a choice.

Values

Operating Principles

Daily Tasks

Purpose

Vision

PhysicalVocational

Spiritual
Intellectual



Lesson: Linkage of Purpose Driven Entities

Cascading or
Sourcing?

p

Individual

Group/Unit/
Department

Organization

Society /
Government
Relationships between
urpose-driven entities
are to be understood
© 2008 TSI All Rights Reserved 11 www.tsi4results.com

and leveraged.
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Lesson Alignment and Attunement

Leadership of the Past (old way): Traditionally, it i
arrows) of individuals in an organization point in eve
leader is to ‘command’ or ‘direct’ the energy of indiv
within the leader. The leader mindset is one of co
setting vision and directing everyone to go there. T
conform and follow. This form of alignment (directi
line) is highly dependent upon the leader’s presence.
previous structure -- arrows pointing in every di
conformity breaks down. In short, this way of leade
as the external force upon conformity.

Leadership of the Future (new way): In this approach
enter organizations with different levels of consciou
others in self-discovery; i.e. to increase self-consciou
out what they want to create in their life; and tap
individual has for the organization. In this model,
honors the total expression of the individual with the
Through dialogue and discovery, individual energy a
The leader and the evolving consciousness of the
individual energy towards a collective purpose. In sh
in a conscious enterprise with individuals having
towards a common goal. Motivation resides within e
on external controls or influences.
Old Way of Leading Teams – Job of
leadership is to get people into
alignment…and keep them there. Strong
leader is out in front.
www.tsi4results.com

s held that the energy focus (blue
ry direction. And, the role of the
iduals toward the single vision held
ntrol (or parent) with the leader
he mindset of the individual is to

ng all individuals to form a parallel
In the absence of the leader, the

rection – quickly returns as the
rship is dependent upon the leader

the leader recognizes that people
sness. The leader’s role is to aid

sness. The leader helps people find
s into the “vector of energy” an
the leader senses, recognizes and
context of their whole life.
nd collective energy are revealed.
group, together, fine tune their

ort, this form of alignment results
high intrinsic motivation directed
ach individual and is not dependent

New Way of Leading
Teams – Attract/develop
conscious team members
and bring forth collective
will. Leader understands
link to organization/societal

purpose and direction.
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Lesson: Intention-Mechanism

To make up for shortcomings (lateness), we use excuses or stories. Increasing severity
of shortcoming requires increasing severity of stories. Using the example of not showing
up today for the seminar, we demonstrated how being an hour late could be excused by
car breakdown, one day by a car accident, a few days by being in jail or the hospital.

However, all these stories are merely excuses. If your child needed you in an
emergency, you would overcome every barrier to help your child because it is your
intent to produce the result of helping your child. In this way, intention leads to results.
No story (I couldn’t help because. . .) is acceptable in this case. The
results/stories/mechanism process is broken, and the direct intention to result chain is
used. When something is important, our intention can get us there.

Intention makes or breaks the object of accomplishment. Results are the sole product
of your true intentions (conscious or unconscious).

Why Less

Than Full

Results

100%

Stories &

Excuses

0%

B

B

B

B

Intention versus Mechanism

B

RESULTS
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Lesson: Levels of Effectiveness

We have a comfort zone, consisting of our paradigms. Levels of effectiveness follow an
S-shaped curve. The cycle of continually doing practice, feedback, practice will provide
growth and the ability to challenge our paradigms.

If growth is to occur, then we must take risks. To move forward, we analyze the
situation. But beware of analysis paralysis and getting stuck in a do-loop.

When you recognize someone is taking a risk, realize it may be a big risk for him or her.
It’s important to be supportive of others when they’re taking risks to grow.

Analyze

Low

Risk

Observe

Insight

Breakthrough

Feedback

Practice

Feedback

Mystery ???????

Comfort Zone
(Tapes & Paradigms)

High
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Lesson: Extended System

 In planning sessions, it’s valuable to have all viewpoints present.
 This is not about representation, it’s about people who bring system-wide perspective

and bring unique contributions.
 Most organizations find it relatively easy to have downline and supplier personnel attend.

There’s a significant leap in effectiveness when the risk is taken to include upline and
current customers. Sustainability recognizes that this open system is actually an
enclosed system when the universe is considered.

Upstream

Systems:

Suppliers,

Environment

Downstream

Systems:

Internal,

External

Customers

Internal or

Organizational
System:

Value Added Processes/

Value EnhancementsInputs Outputs

Upline Systems:

Board of Directors,

Corporation,

Administration, State

Downline Systems:

Employees, sub-units,

subsidiaries, departments
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Lesson: At Cause At Effect

Best Case

Best CaseWorst Case

Worst Case

Do Nothing

SOLUTION

Sabotage any solution

Do Something/Ideas

Enroll others in

doing nothing

AT CAUSE: At cause mental

stance says I am connected to

theevent. Things are not happening

by accident, they are occurring

because of something I do or do

not do.

AT EFFECT: At effect mental

stance says life is happening to me

and I am not connected to these

events. Events are occurring

outside of my control.

To different mental stances possible - "At cause" or "At effect." With a personal vision on the
horizon, a person with an "at cause" mental stance creates what is desired. Without a personal
vision on the horizon, a person with an "at effect" mental stance react to what is present.
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Lesson: Iceberg Theory

 The opportunity is to discover why you choose not to move toward your articulated
vision and goals.

 This is a life long discovery process. Uncovering your complex set of motives can lead to
personal growth.

 Involve others in helping you see yourself – what is under water?

10%

90%

Unconscious/undiscovered

Conscious Being

Your unconscious
contains:
paradigms
true intentions
history
culture
programming
reaction
instinct
baggage
failures

Opportunity Rich
for Personal

Growth
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FOUNDATION: Beliefs in God and family

Influences how you raise your children

Influences your decision to send your
child to school with a church affiliation

Beliefs that people hold as important can be illustrated as a pyramid.
At the bottom of the pyramid is the Foundation –beliefs that are core to us such as beliefs
about the universe, nature, God, health, self, security. On top are beliefs about things that
occur as preferences such as diet, exercise. Our beliefs are sourced from our life experience;
strong influencers are our parents, siblings, friends, culture of the neighborhood / town / state/
country / work environment, life events and so on.

Beliefs at the bottom are foundational to the beliefs above. Beliefs at the foundation
are sometimes described as the beliefs that are “at our core”. Beliefs at the foundation are
the platform; influencing the beliefs that are above. Our beliefs influence the actions we
choose to take.

Each person has a different pyramid of beliefs. Sometimes we think our pyramids completely
are the same because of what we see on the outside. When two pyramids communicate conflicts can
arise. The beginning of a conflict is frequently about a difference in something at near the top of the
pyramids. This can be linked to other issues that are below and not easily visible; some of which may
be invisible even to the person who owns them.

To understand another’s points of view, we must suspend our personal pyramid of belief.
We do this by asking questions to learn about what is underlying the other person’s actions or
statements. The key is asking questions, instead of making announcements and assertions. (When one
person makes an assertion, often we “take the bait” and return a few our own assertions. Then we get:
 vs.  also known as Battling Pyramids. Words tossed back and forth with little understanding of
each other’s pyramids). In learning about our respective pyramids of belief we can gain understanding;
especially when talking getting to the foundation.

Pyramid of BeliefsLesson

Typically, the first thing that people see is

the top of your pyramid.
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Lesson: Teaming

High Performance Teams have a natural progression from their creation to producing high
quality results. In order to achieve the promise of high performance a team must be willing
to go utilize the predictable conflict to gain a deeper understanding of each individual and
thus, open the team to discover the common base. The common base is the collective
common will which serves as the engine for result production. The steps to high
performance are as follows:

Getting Together Forming the team means deciding upon the
purpose of the team and its expected output. Often the option of ad
hoc teaming is overlooked in favor of established teams. Find the
team structure and membership that best fit the team’s purpose.
Many options exist and experimenting is permissible.

Getting Down When conflicts appear the tendency is to retreat
to a pseudo community state where team members work to get
along. The reminder that ‘we are all on the same team’ causes a fall
back to a polite state without a breakthrough to performance. A
critical decision faces the team. Is performance important enough to
get real with each other?

Getting Real Working through the conflict means team
members exposing their true objectives…bringing to consciousness
the authentic will of each team member. Coming clean with
individual motivations allows the discovery of the common will.

Getting Results Once the common base or common will is
ascertained, an alignment of purposes gives birth to results. The
leader must make certain the results being produced will meet the
chartered intent.
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Lesson: The Wall Technology

The wall is a planning process where the Past is utilized for learnings, the Present to
understand current state and the Future to outline the vision. After documenting these
areas of the wall, Closing the Gap becomes the planning focus. How to strategically close
the gap between present performance and the desired future state is undertaken by the
planning team.

The wall is part of the holistic Transformation Cycle and its effectiveness is dependant on
executing the entire cycle. Simply planning for the sake of planning does not lead to
performance enhancement.

EncoresEncores

Never Agains

Release theRelease the
Baggage !!!Baggage !!!

Carry ForwardCarry Forward
Lessons learnedLessons learned

Point of
Departure

Drivers &Drivers &
EnablersEnablers

ResultsResults Point ofPoint of
ArrivalArrival

CONTROL PANELWhatWhat’’s working?s working?

WhatWhat’’s not working?s not working?
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Lesson: Choice of Will

Purpose for Being
Choices are based upon your understanding of purpose for being. Why are you here?
Your answer to this question (in life and therefore, in all the venues you encounter)
determines your actions. Your choices are directed to fulfill this purpose, even at the
detriment to instinctual drives or in face of societal authority/norms.

Attainment and Response to Authority
Dependent upon circumstances, this choice is about power and your relationship to it.
Decisions are made based upon the power structure at play in any given setting. At home,
decisions are made based upon you being a father, mother, or sibling. At work, decisions
differ based upon a different power structure than experienced at home.

Search for Pleasure, Instinctual Drives
Simply responsive to alternatives delivered with choices based upon the avoidance of pain
and the attraction toward pleasure.

Purpose for Being

Attainment and
Response to
Authority

Search for Pleasure,
Instinctual Drives
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Lesson: Pack Leadership
Although not particularly beautiful in appearance, the wild dogs of Africa are the most effective
predators on land. With a kill ratio of approximately 8 kills out of every 10 hunts, they rely upon
the pack structure to bring down large antelope. Through perseverance, hunts of 3-days in length
have been recorded. Large antelope, exhausted from being pursued over such a long time, are
eventually deemed vulnerable and brought down by the pack. Individual skills and ongoing
contribution are required to be part of this high performance team. Nurturing of the young is a
pack endeavor, as the pack understands its future depends upon developing future hunters.

In creating a wild dog leadership pack:

• Get clear on what you are hunting
• Identify your potential pack of wild dogs
• Empower pack to join the hunt
• Launch the hunt
• Stay with the prey until job is completed

Material from ‘Peak Performance: Lessons from the Wild Dogs of Africa’, 2007, Quality Press

Key Characteristics of a
Wild Dog Leadership Pack:

Pack Vision: Where pre-
existing, individual visions
converge to produce a
collective vision

Pack Leadership:
Transformational leadership
exhibited by members

Individual Skill: Each pack
member is strong and self-
generating

Tenacity: Continuous effort
until vision accomplished
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Lesson: I and We

Bringing forth the Individual’s (your
own) unique perspective: Your
unique way of seeing the world develops
through time as you engage and make
meaning of life’s obstacles, opportunities
and diversity of ideas. Life experience is
gathered and integrated to form our
unique point of view. In a healthy way,
our unique perspective when linked to
personal passion is a source of
leadership, innovation and individual
excellence.

When one understands that she holds just one perspective on the la
appreciation for the multiplicity of perspectives is possible. Howeve
hijacks one’s perspective (e.g. I’m right stance) and begins to domina
an unhealthy way. When the ‘I’ perspective dominants others what
conflict, positioning and posturing. The ego’s need to assert its poin
great deal of energy, and the ‘I am right’ way of being begins to stren
When the ego is fed in this way, achievement of our collective vision
risk. In short, when the ego needs to asserts it’s ‘point of view’ the
aliveness and energy are sacrificed.

Bringing forth the ‘WE’ perspective (also known as the ‘thir
the expression of the ‘I’ point of view is automatic; we don’t have to
Bringing forth a ‘WE’ requires a high degree of intentionality and com
it may be necessary to set aside our own point of view for a short ti
others. In the accelerating pace of life, the tendency is to rush into d
access the ‘WE’ simply slow down and listen for the ‘third voice’ to e
formation of ‘WE’ is needed when high energy and commitment is re
the vision and/or goal. It is always worth the investment. The challen
build our capacity to create, think and act from ‘WE’.

The dance of ‘I’ and ‘WE’: The presence of the ‘I’ and ‘WE’ pers
either-or proposition but rather a healthy, productive dance of indiv
emergence of collective spirit. Think of ‘WE’ as a mystery and unkn
goes beyond the summation of the ‘I’ perspectives; it is not an additi
making. In short, throw out the process of multi-voting. For ‘WE’
deeper to a level of spirit, authentic commitment and co-creation. I
be a voice for ‘WE’ by sensing, thinking and feeling from ‘WE’. It’s a
heart and spirit of collective being. Pay attention to your mindset an
breaks down barriers to ‘WE’. Be present in the moment and open
Tremendous wisdom and energy are found in ‘WE’.
www.tsi4results.com

rger whole an
r, sometimes the ego
te other perspectives in
arises is unproductive
t of view requires a
gthen and feed the ego.
and goals are at high

‘WE’ opportunity,

d voice’): For most
think about it.
mitment. For example,

me to listen deeply to
ecision-making. To
merge. Ultimately, the
quired to accomplish
ge for all of us is to

pectives is not an
idual expression and the
own territory. ‘WE’
ve process of decision-
to emerge we must go
t is your willingness to
bout getting to the
d be a person who
to discovery.
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Lesson: Zombies Awaken
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o accomplish transformation, a high degree of spirit is needed…to create what is not yet
existence and that which cannot be seen as an extension of the current state. Spirit
aches out and powers creation. Increased consciousness to the different sources of spirit

an provide additional energy. Amperage is a function of voltage (“spirit-source” potential)
nd resistance (conflicting mental models, conflicting priorities). So, as we move to
wakening to self, becoming clearer on life purpose, developing a personal vision to advance
ur increased effectiveness we will build spiritual amperage, a spiritual current. Life purpose
elps reduce resistance (false priorities) while building the focus intensifies voltage.

he lowest state of consciousness is the zombie state. Easily identifiable, it is when we are
ithout purpose, just going through the motions. If the ‘current of spirit’ was to be
easured in amperage, the zombie’s spirit would register in milliamps. Sometimes when

onsciousness does arise, the shock can induce efforts to fall back to sleep…utilizing a
ariety of methods such as the plug in drug (television), alcohol, or numbing routine.

wakening to others, group consciousness and relational energy further increases spiritual
mperage. Having a world consciousness lowers resistance between groups and accesses a
reater, community spirit. But unlimited power is found in ‘reaching for the essential’ or
eing open to the greater…something outside self and beyond the world visible. For some
is greater may be nature, super-id, the Kosmos, or a deity.
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Transformation Approach and Methodologies: A Required Subject

Presented at ASQ World Quality Congress
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Summary
Transformation is distinct from continuous improvement and standardization. Although
these three bodies of knowledge complement each other, their approaches and required
mental models differ considerably. The primary focuses of quality in the past have been on
continuous improvement and standardization, but there is an awakening that transformative
methodologies are needed within organizations to substain long term success. Organizations
such as the European Organizations for Quality adopted a Transformation platform in 2005,
demonstrating their belief of transformation science’s standalone importance.

Ceaseless Transformation
Transformation is not a new word or a new idea. The world civilized has experienced
transformative change many times in the past. From the French Revolution to men on the
moon, radical shifts in results have transpired.

But what is new is the increasing rate at which transformative change comes into our present
day lives. Tsunami size change has become part of daily organizational life. It is difficult to
believe, but at one time the tumultuous shifts felt in the area of science, technology,
employment conditions, work structures, and social systems were less frequent. Yes, there
were periods of rapid change such as the birth of democratic governance, the industrial
revolution and the technical/social changes stemming from global warfare. But there were
also long periods of general sameness. If you were the son of a blacksmith in 1800, life for
you would be pretty much as it was for your father. Breakthroughs in horseshoe technology
were far and few between. Shop conditions were largely invariable. But in today’s world it is
doubtful that you will be doing the same job next year. Not to say rapid change is good or
bad…it just is. The severe changes organizations face, either self initiated or externally
imposed, are occurring in a near constant stream. Transforming organizations to ensure
survivability is no longer a special initiative, it is an ongoing function.

And exactly what is transformation? When applying to an organization, transformation is the
step function change, discontinuous shift, in results brought forth by creation or alteration of
organizational systems. Since positive results are sought, when speaking of transformation
we will focus on the sharp move to sought after results, not those taking the organization in a
weakening position. The definition of organizational transformation becomes:

The marked change in the nature or function of organizational systems creating
discontinuous, step-function improvement in sought after result areas.

mailto:hackers@performancecenter.org
http://www.workmiracles.com/
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Given the importance of getting these step functional changes right, a body of knowledge is
coming forth outlining the current best methods. However, do not forget the need for
standardization and continuous improvement. These approaches to organizational strength
still require the lion’s share of collective effort. Standardization, continuous improvement
and transformation must all work together. Although each requires different tools and
methodologies, they are all required.

Standardization, involves decreasing variation, having a system become more predictable.
An organization focuses the majority of its efforts upon existing operating systems, making
systems work and discovering opportunities to “tighten” the execution of systems, thus,
delivering a reduction of variation. Using process management, defining current best
methods, and building standard operating procedures all contribute to standardization.

By comparison, continuous improvement efforts are aimed at achieving gradual, positive
changes in performance. In a statistical sense, standardization is about reducing variation,
while improvement is about shifting the mean toward desired results. Process improvement
teams often are formed under a charter. Their goal is to produce sustainable, incremental
improvement.

Figure 1. Strategies for Organizational Work

Transformation is not for the weak hearted. It brings with it a level of life-challenging
complexity. Organizational transformation has conditions; the transformation of the value
offering, the transformation of relationships, and often the most overlooked, the
transformation of individuals comprising the organization. Demanding work, but the
alternative to transformation is being trapped at a lower performance level, in a world of
increasing change.

Transformation Cornerstones
In understanding and creating transformational change, it has been found helpful to consider
four cornerstones…self mastery, interpersonal mastery, value exchange, and change
methodologies/approaches. Work is initiated in all four cornerstones in a transformational
initiative. It would be preferred to work on self outside of the distractions of relationships,
customers, extended system and the work at hand. But, devoting time to figure out life may
lead to an extracted timeline. It is true than many great leaders grew from forced reflection
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time in prison; I choose to process concurrently. So, we are faced with making changes in
concert with the four cornerstones.

Figure 2. Transformation Cornerstones

Self Mastery
This thrust focuses on change and improvement at the individual level. Just as an athlete works
to reach top physical condition, significant mental conditioning is needed for those who
undertake a transformation effort. Opportunities for growth are available by raising
consciousness about deeply held patterns of thinking. Often, we do not see certain engrained
patterns that hold back or slow down positive change.

Interpersonal Mastery
The organizational world emphasizes relationship management. Poor interpersonal
relationships are a primary driver of problems of organizational performance; yet few attempt
to address these interpersonal tensions directly and constructively. Instead, the tendency is to
hide behind the language and visible façade of pseudo-community. Individuals are called upon
to successfully build a significant number of rich relationships in high performance
organizations.

Value Exchange
Do you know the many individuals and organizations holding your operating license and the
implicit value exchange in each case? Indeed, all the change tools in the world will not suffice
if leaders do not understand the requirements of success for their organization. And it is
probably more involved than monies for services or products.

Change Methodology
Energy must be focused toward the method(s) by which the transformation is accomplished.
A holistic approach is required when working with teams chartered to lead large-scale, total
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system change and improvement, where the system targeted for improvement might be a
distribution warehouse, a telecommunications corporation, a governmental program, or an
operating division. By what method is change enacted? What change tools are brought to
use?

Transformation Cycle
There is a process to create transformational change. The Transformation cycle is based on
an extensive body of knowledge comprised of experience, theory, research and field testing.
It aims to ensure that improvement efforts are strategically thought through, comprehensive,
and well integrated. Large-scale organizational improvement is an extremely complex
phenomenon. The transformation cycle provides a framework for organizations to chart their
course as they navigate through the turbulent and unpredictable whitewaters.

The transformation cycle provides a sequenced and disciplined approach to achieving
dramatic improvement in organizational performance. The cycle includes many of the
traditional components of strategic planning, such as assessing and diagnosing the
organization, defining a mission and vision, and identifying improvement objectives.

The uniqueness of the approach lies in the attention paid to important activities to support
large scale transformation such as building commitment to the transformation plan, managing
implementation, developing a balanced performance measurement system to track progress,
systematically improving knowledge and skills, and aligning individuals and teams toward
common objectives.

The transformation cycle, shown in Figure 1, is intended to be implemented over a 12-18
month timeframe. A thorough foundation is laid early in the process to ensure:

 current reality is defined (situation appraisal);
 an initial architecture for the transformational effort is thought through and the

leadership team is identified and meets requirements for success (transformation
design); and,

 information sharing about the transformation takes place in a timely and high-
quality fashion (all-spirits information sharing).

A CAMP (Creating Alignment to Maximize Performance) session is the centerpiece of the
Transformation cycle. In order to prepare for the CAMP, participants complete a number of
pre-work assignments, which are tailored to each organization. The CAMP process is a multi
day off-site event that provides the structure and setting necessary to create a detailed
transformation plan.

Coming out of the CAMP session, the organization will have defined or reasserted its
purpose, values, long-term vision, a few transformative initiatives to accomplish over the
next year, targets, objectives and performance measures. In addition, plans have been created
for managing key organizational sub-systems that support improvement. A typical CAMP
session also includes intensive work at the individual and group levels. Participants are
called upon to examine attitudes and behaviors that have held them back in the past and are
invited to explore the consequences of failure to change. Mindsets for performance are
introduced which become critical in the review process. Barriers between individuals are
surfaced and resolved, and a temporal community (Peck, 1993) is created.
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The conclusion of the CAMP session marks the beginning of the implementation
management phase of the transformation cycle. This phase includes strategic deployment to
the organization, and depending on the size of the organization, additional transformation
cycles could be employed with sub-units or significant divisions. Implementation plans for
performance improvement objectives entail any of three approaches: transformational change
(bold initiatives), continuous performance improvement (incremental change), or
standardization (documenting and stabilizing core work processes). Implementation teams
work on their assigned objectives, and progress, performance and plans are reviewed, using
the visible results system, through review sessions and other activities (review processes).

The planning process recycle and renewal marks the conclusion of one transformation cycle
and the beginning of another. During the recycle session the transformation plan is modified,
if necessary, based on lessons learned. At this point the organization enters back into the
situation appraisal phase and the cycle is repeated.

Juran has said that quality begins and ends with education. To that end, the transformation
cycle is underpinned with on-going education, training, and development at all levels in the
organization. Equipping those in the organizational system with knowledge and skills
necessary to improve performance is a key condition for long-term success.

Figure 3. The Transformation Cycle
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The Wall
The wall is a planning process where the Past is utilized for learnings, the Present to
understand current state and the Future to outline the vision. After documenting these areas
of the wall, Closing the Gap becomes the planning focus. How to strategically close the gap
between present performance and the desired future state is undertaken by the planning team.

EncoresEncores

Never Agains

Release theRelease the
Baggage !!!Baggage !!!

Carry ForwardCarry Forward
Lessons learnedLessons learned

Point of
Departure

Drivers &Drivers &
EnablersEnablers

ResultsResults Point ofPoint of
ArrivalArrival

CONTROL PANELWhatWhat’’s working?s working?

WhatWhat’’s not working?s not working?

Figure 4. The Wall

Future Elements
 Purpose or Mission – Describes the reason for the organization’s existence. Always

fulfilling when pursued, but never fulfilled, it is the reason for the journey.
Represented by the compass rose, it is the true north of the organization.

 Vision – A destination, usually 1-3 years out from present. The vision should be
alive, appealing to all five senses. It is not simply a recited description on a wallet
card. Rather it is a place with tremendous appeal to individuals throughout the
organization. Within their minds, the vision can be experienced. And the drive to
make the vision a reality is a constant force, in large part because each person can
visualize their dreams within that collective vision.

 Values – The 3-5 key values the organization is not willing to compromise. Attached
to these few values are operational definitions that give the playing field boundaries in
which the vision is pursued.

 Point of Arrival – Each transformation initiative has a solid, measurable point of
arrival. More or less a mini-vision, the point arrival is the short term (6-18months)
goal set describing the completed initiative. Thus, when closing the gap between the
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present and the future, each transformation initiative has a clear destination and
completion description.

Past Elements
 Encores – The things accomplished with excellence in the past. These are the items

that shone high performance.

 Never Agains – Past occurrences which demonstrated poor performance. The items of
organizational shame. It is not important that every individual agrees with what is an
encore or never again. In fact, there may be an occurrence suggested by one person on
the encore list, and the same occurrences offered by another person as never agains.

 Lessons Learned – In order not to continue battles in the past and drop the emotional
baggage, the lesson learned are extracted from the encores and never agains. In this
way, the past becomes the past. No longer are references to past occurrences required
to bring forth their lesson…along with past memories of pain. Instead, the
organization can access the lessons learned directly. They are general in nature and
can be applied to future barriers and challenges.

Present Elements
 Burning Platform – Why must the organization change? The burning platform speaks

to the degree the current organizational stance is unacceptable. The burning flames
could be sourced from competition, regulation, destructive moral or environmental
problems. The sustainability of the present situation is brought into question.
Understand, there may or may not be a strong burning platform creating the need to
move forward. The lower the flame, the harder the change. The burning platform
works in tandem with the vision. The vision is the compelling future state, attracting
by its nature. The burning platform is the reason to get up off the lounge chair and do
something, anything. Without both working together, the transformation is at grave
risk.

 What’s Working – The organizational assets. What today is in the organization’s
favor?

 What’s Not Working – The organizational liabilities. What today is holding the
organization back? Similar to a SWOT analysis, what’s working and not working is
an inventory, a current state.

 Closing the Gap – What are the few transformational initiatives that will bring the
present up to the compelling vision? Beware; the initiatives are not simply to subdue
the present liabilities. This is more akin to problem solving and incremental
improvement. Instead these are bold initiatives that will create organizational systems
which will transcend the current problems on the why to creating the audacious future
goals. The automobile was not the problem design solution for horse dung.
However, the automobile transcended the horse system, thus removing numerous
problems…one being undesirable street cleaning duties.

Initiative action plans can be found along the time grid. Obviously, the whole
planning process cannot be represented with this limited visual. Detailed planning for
each transformation initiative must be captured elsewhere. Also, details for each wall
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element can be captured separately by listing under the symbols given. Only the
broad summary statements are found on the wall.

 Point of Departure – Speaking to the current state of the transformation initiative, the
point of departure specifies in quantitative and qualitative terms the current state.

Measurement
 Control Panel – The control panel straddles the present and the future. This

represents the shift in what may be measured, understanding that the transformation is
a leap forward and thus, justifying radical measurement conversion. What are the
metrics of tomorrow? Starting to measure that which has not yet been deemed
important or the organization’s focus is part of the transformation plan.

The wall is part of the holistic Transformation Cycle and its effectiveness is dependant on
executing the entire cycle. Simply planning for the sake of planning does not lead to
performance enhancement. The wall can be utilized during implementation to demonstrate
progress on the road map.

Application Learnings
The transformation cycle and numerous support tools and approaches have been implemented
from armed services to high tech to local and national governments. A few key learnings:

 In determining the Design and Development Team (DDT), it is important that they do
not assume leadership of the cycle. Leadership is best done by the senior leadership
team. If the DDT takes the point, moving beyond the design and facilitation, the
organization will become confused with regard to whose effort it is.

 Without a solid results review process, monthly and quarterly reviews, it is best to
forget transformative change. The review process is the element which moves
forward in time. If the transformation cycle is launched and reviews are not
accomplished, the effort fails.

 Invest heavily in the mindsets of individuals. Not only within the CAMP
intervention, but ongoing, moving people to think differently and to choose more
productive mental models has been found to be essential. Peter Senge defined
Leadership as:

“Leaders are designers, stewards, and teachers. They are responsible for
building organizations where people continually expand their capabilities to
understand complexity, clarify vision, and improve mental models.”

Peter Senge, The Fifth Discipline

 The wall is an excellent communication tool and kept up to date, can serve to convey
overall status of transformation initiatives. However, detailed and integrated plans
call for more description space allowed by the wall. The leadership team and DDT
will need additional visual tools as the work moves forward.

 Interpersonal mastery is best facilitated within the business, not by participating in
outdoor adventures. The opportunity is for leadership to experience their organization
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from a deeper engagement. Sam Walton walked his stores every week; he did not go
rafting with the senior leadership team.

 Transformation science is growing its body of knowledge rapidly. Do not fear
experimentation.

Conclusion
Transformational change has become a requirement for organizational survival given the
impact of globalization, social shifts, and technological breakthroughs. Four distinct elements
contribute to organizational transformation: Self Mastery, Interpersonal Mastery, Value
Exchange and Change Methodologies. Effective approaches exist to create transformational
change, and the body of knowledge is rapidly expanding. We are called to role up our sleeves
and jump in, learning from past transformation successes and creating new ways forward.
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Introduction
If there is one constant in the business world it is change. Some have speculated

that nearly 75% of all American corporations have gone through some type of
systemic change program. If there is an even more ubiquitous topic it is writing
about change. Whether it is books, practitioner or academic journals, the topic of
change is sure to be one of the most researched and well-published subjects.
However, for all that has been written about change, there is still so much more to be
learned.

One area in the change literature that has received interest as of late is the
study of why change efforts fail. Starting with the work of Cuch and French (1948)
scholars have been interested in understanding why change fails. One common

answer is that peopleemployees, middle managers or even senior

managersresist change. We contribute to this literature by examining manager’s
attitudes about change.

We examine this question in the context of a large-scale countrywide change
initiative occurring in the Botswana Public Service. The country of Botswana will
celebrate the 50th anniversary of their independence in 2016. They have created a
Vision 2016 that identifies the quality of service their government (public service)
will provide its citizens. Starting in 1999, they have been implementing a
Performance Management System (PMS), a variant of Total Quality Management, as
a tool to help them create the necessary processes, activities and results that will get
the Botswana Public Service to its 2016 Vision. To help with their efforts to
implement PMS, the government has trained more than 500 of its highest non-
elected personnel in both PMS and in understanding how PMS links to Vision 2016.
To examine the question of why some managers are more resistant to change we
surveyed 296 secondary school heads from the Ministry of Education (MOE) and
senior managers in the Ministry of Minerals, Energy, and Water Affairs (MMEWA)
asking questions about their leadership style, tenure, and their outlook about the on-
going change process.

Those trained were selected for training based upon their high-level
managerial position in the organization and their responsibility to improve the
quality of the services that they deliver in their governmental department. We
surveyed this group to understand the relationship between knowledge and change
as this group would be the group that was most exposed to the knowledge about the
change (they went through the class explaining the change). This group also would
be the group that would be most involved in the change (they would have to lead
their followers through the process). Thus, if there is a linkage, we could find it with
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this group. Therefore, we think this setting provides a suitable context to study our
question of the link between knowledge about change programs and resistance to
the change

The rest of this paper flows as follows. Next, we discuss the relevant literature
on organizational change paying particular attention to the literature on why change
fails and resistance to change. Then, we discuss our empirical site the Botswana
Public Service. This project represents a unique aspect of the overall research on
leadership and change being conducted in Botswana. We then present our research
question, methodology, data and summarize our results. We conclude with the
discussion and implications for both academics and practitioners.

Organizational Change
The study of why change efforts fail has benefited from increasing interest in

the academic and practitioner literature. It is estimated that up to 70% of new

programsfrom re-engineering, installing new technology to changing culture fail.
In 1990, Beer, Eisenstat, and Spector discussed why change efforts do not produce
change. They state that many senior managers think change will occur through
company-wide training programs and that employee behavior is changed by
altering a company’s formal structure. However, they found the opposite to be true.

“The greatest obstacle to revitalization is the idea that it (the change)
comes about through company-wide change programs, particularly
when a corporate staff group such as human resources sponsors
them… formal organization structures and systems cannot lead a
corporation renewal process” (Pg. 158-159).

From their 6-company, 4-year study of organizations, they developed a six-step
approach to organizational change. The first three steps deal with creating a shared
vision, the fourth step is to spread the change through the organization, the fifth step
is to institutionalize the changes made, and the last step is to monitor the results.
While they talk about ensuring that there is a shared understanding of the vision,
their work is silent about having a shared understanding of the changes required to
reach the vision. Another management scholar, John Kotter, also discusses why
change efforts fail. From his experience with more than 100 companies, Kotter
suggests change fails for 8 reasons. Four reasons deal with not having a well-crafted
and communicated vision. The other 4 reasons deal with not having a compelling
reason to change, not having the right structure in place, not having a guiding
coalition, and not having the right culture. Attaran (2000) furthers this literature by
suggesting eight reasons why re-engineering efforts fail. Two of his reasons are
related to this study: lack of proper training and failure to cope with people’s
resistance.

While many studies focus on the factors impacting change, the link between
resistance and change has been only explored to a limited extent. For our study, we
are most interested in the resistance phase of change and the role of knowledge or
information on resistance.

“In resistance, people try to preserve their sense of meaning and
identity, by retaining familiar ways of doing things…the resistance
phase is about loss: loss of control, familiar attachments, community,
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and structures…During resistance, people feel worse, stress is higher
and performance is at lower levels” (Burns and James: 1994 171-172).

Previous research has suggested a link between knowledge or information and
resistance to change. Some research found that the quality of information employees
received impacted their willingness to change. Information that was seen as useful
and timely concerning the change favorably impact employee attitudes about the
planned change. One scholar argued that there are six factors that determines an
organization’s resistance to change: 1) feelings about change in general; 2) conflict
between the existing culture and what is to be changed; 3) the number of
unanswered questions that arise; 4) historical events; 5) the extent that the change
threatens basic needs; and 6), the extent the change impacts feelings of self-worth or
self-importance. This study continues the exploration of how knowledge about the
change impacts resistance to change. We focus our attention to the understanding
that a manager has about the information given. As such, we have one formal
research question:

Does a respondent’s understanding of an organizational change process
reduce their resistance to the change?

Botswana Public Service
This research paper is part of a larger research study examining the

relationship between leadership and change in the Botswana Public Service (See
Hacker and Washington, 2003; 2004 for a fuller discussion of the changes occurring
in Botswana). Botswana is located in Southern Africa between Zimbabwe, South
Africa and Namibia. Although it has a long history as a British Protectorate,
Botswana was granted independence in 1966. While still classified as a developing
country on some reports, Botswana is the largest exporter of gemstone diamonds in
the world and the largest exporter of beef to the European Union (www.gov.bw). In
line with their 50th anniversary as a nation, Botswana has created their Vision 2016.
This vision for the country encompasses goals for each of the 16 ministries,
parliament, the national police, and the military. To help achieve the vision,
Botswana has begun a nation-wide effort to implement a Performance Management
System (PMS). Similar to TQM in the United States, PMS is designed to provide
systemic thinking to implement change. In the fall of 1999, Botswana started a
program to train their top non-elected personnel in understanding the vision and in
understanding how PMS can be used to implement the vision.

Botswana provides an ideal site to study resistance to change for five reasons.
First, the country is undergoing tremendous change. Vision 2016 includes targets for
everything from economic development, police statistics, literacy rates, to national
security and health. Second, the tools used in PMS to implement change are a
significant change to how managers currently accomplish their work.

Third, the change has major implications for the leaders of the organizations.
Thus, understanding the senior managers’ attitudes and beliefs about the change is
crucial because if the senior managers do not think the change process will be
successful, then they will have a hard time convincing their subordinates to
implement the change process. Fourth, given the magnitude of the change, we
cannot only obtain ample data to empirically answer our issue; we also are assured

http://www.gov.bw/
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of having sufficient variation on both our respondents and our question of interest.
Lastly, given our focus on one country and one industry (government employees),
we can minimize the variation normally caused by cultural and industry differences.

Methodology
We analyze the relationship between knowledge and resistance to change

through administrating surveys to 296 senior-level managers in the Botswana Public
Service. Of this number, 219 were Secondary School Heads (the equivalent of High
School Principals and Junior College Presidents) and 77 were senior-level managers
in the Ministry of Minerals, Energy, and Water Affairs (MMEWA).

Our basic research question translated into three different analyses:

1) Excited about PMS = understand PMS + age + work experience + leadership
ability
2) Belief PMS will fail = understand PMS + age + work experience + leadership
ability
3) Should never do PMS = understand PMS + age + work experience + leadership
ability

Our basic hypothesis is that those employees that understand PMS the least
will not be excited about PMS, will think PMS will fail, and will report that they
think the government should have never implemented PMS. We also included
factors such as age, work experience and leadership ability in our analysis as
previous research has suggested that factors also contribute to a willingness to
change.

Our results overwhelmingly favor our hypothesis. For our first model, we
found that there was a strong relationship between those that scored lowest on the
variable “understand PMS” and those that scored lowest on the variable “excited
about PMS”. For our second model, we found an equally strong relationship
between those that scored the lowest on the variable “understand PMS” and those
that scored the highest on the variable “belief PMS will fail”. For the third model,
we found that there was a strong relationship between those that scored the lowest
on the variable “understand PMS” and those that scored highest on the variable
“should never do PMS”.

Discussion and implications for management development
Our overall results suggest that there is a strong relationship between

respondents that understood the change and respondents’ feelings about the change.
This study allowed us to answer our original research question: are individuals that
state they do not understand organizational change more likely to resist the
organizational change, than individuals that state they do understand the change?
Our findings suggest that those respondents who understood the change were more
likely to be excited about the change, were less likely to think the change would fail,
and were less likely to wish that the change had never occurred. While we recognize
that neither of our three models directly tested if the respondent would resist the
change, we contend that stating they were not excited, thinking it would fail, and
wishing the change would not have been implemented are three outcomes and
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beliefs consistent with someone who would have a negative attitude towards the
change. While we are pleased with the results, we do not suggest, nor do we imply,
that understanding the change is the only factor in examining resistance to change.
However, based upon our results, we feel the link between knowledge and
resistance to change warrants further inquiry.

Equally important is our choice of sample. Given that the respondents were in
some leadership capacity, the connection between knowledge and resistance is even
more crucial. For example, if the school head did not understand the change and
subsequently wished the change had never occurred, thought it would fail, and was
not excited about the change, then we would argue that they would have a difficult
time convincing the teachers to comply with the changes. While they might not
sabotage the change effort, it would be hard to understand how they would be
“leading the charge” of the new changes.

What is also surprising is that the leadership score was not a significant
predictor of resistance to change. We found that being a better leader did not make
a manager less resistant to change. This suggests that resistance to change might be
more an individual issue and not a managerial or leadership skill development
issue.

Implications for Management Development
This research contributes to the discussion as to why change efforts fail and

how managers can increase the likelihood of their change effort’s success. Instead of
general answers that individuals resist change, we argue that academics and
practitioners need to “peel the layers of the onion” to understand why managers
may resist change. This article can help practitioners understand that before
implementing change, they should make sure that their managers actually
understand the change. Previous research has done an excellent job of reminding us
of the importance of understanding the vision in regards to understanding change
and of arguing for the importance of a burning platform in motivating employees to
change. To these valuable insights we have argued that there must also be a detailed
understanding of what the change is. Specifically, how will the manager’s role be
different? What skills, behaviors, or characteristics will be needed to accomplish the
change? What are some of the key processes that will need to be developed to
accomplish the change? These are some of the types of questions that we think need
to be addressed to help managers develop a better understanding of the changes

To ensure this detailed understanding exists across the organization,
managers can conduct knowledge checks, beginning first with themselves. Is there a
shared understanding of the change with those initiating the change? Next, lower
levels of management and change agents can be checked to ensure shared
understanding. These knowledge checks can range from having the managers
articulate what the change is, how it will impact their organization, how it fits in the
overall strategy, to having the manager take a “pen-and-pencil” test on how to
implement the change. All of these suggestions will help to increase the level of
understanding the manager has about the change. This, we conclude, will go a long
way to helping the managers feel less dreadful and more excited about the change
which will lower their resistance towards the change and make the change effort
more successful.
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CONCEPTUAL IMAGE DOCUMENT

This document is designed for you, the individual. It consists of four general areas
containing thought-provoking questions. It is not an evaluation tool; it is an individual
improvement tool. You can respond in a question to answer form or in descriptive
paragraphs. It is intended to spark introspection, consciousness and personal direction
setting. Your conceptual image document is dynamic. Consider your first draft to be
version 1.0, to be periodically updated as you progress through life.

1. Conceptual Image of Yourself, both Personal and Professional
 Who are you?

 What do you do? Who do you do it with? What value do you add to
your customers? To your organization? To the world?

 How do you introduce yourself? Who do you say you are to others?
 What are your personal strengths? Why? What are your technical and

professional competencies?
 What are your weaknesses? Why?
 What do you have passion for? What gives you joy?
 Who do you learn from? What are you learning from them? Are you a mentor

to anyone? If so, to who and concerning what area?
 How well do you manage the agreements you make with others and yourself?

How do you manage trust with others? How trustworthy are you?
 What are your core values? What operating principles for daily living have you

derived from these values?
 What results are you producing? Why? How do you achieve results? What is

your approach when results are not forthcoming?

2. Purpose, Personal and Professional Vision
 What is your life’s purpose? Why are you here?
 If your life were on tape, and you fast forwarded the tape so that you were at

the end looking back, what do you see? How do you feel?
 What in your past would you change?

3. Goals and Objectives (2-5 years), both Personal and Professional
 What are your goals and objectives?
 What areas in your life do these goals and objectives encompass? What areas

are not addressed?
 How would you know if these goals and objectives were accomplished?

4. Near Term Actions (3 - 6 months)
 What actions will you take to improve yourself personally and professionally?

What results do you expect to create in the next 3-6 months?
 To fulfill your life’s purpose?
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 To move toward your vision?
 To move toward your goals and objectives?

 What will you experiment with? What risks will you take?
 What will you...?

 Read?
 Do?
 Study?
 Experience?

 What feedback will you seek?
 What relationships will you create, mend or improve?
 How will you build agreements and trust?
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EXERCISE

REFLECTIONS FROM MARTIN LUTHER KING’S SPEECH,
“I SEE THE PROMISED LAND....”

 1968 Memphis, Tennessee USA
 1,300 sanitation workers on strike
 Non violence - Economic boycott in process
 Injunction to prevent the march has been issued by local government

INSTRUCTIONS: What concepts and models do you see at work within the following
paragraphs?

Group A
I am delighted to see each of you here tonight in spite of a storm warning. You reveal that
you are determined to go on anyhow. Something is happening in Memphis, something is
happening in our world.........

And that’s all this whole thing is about. We aren’t engaged in any negative protest and in any
negative arguments with anybody. We are saying that we are determined to be men. We are
determined to be people. We are saying that we are God’s children. And that we don’t have
to live like we are forced to live.

Group B
As you know, if I were standing at the beginning of time, with the possibility of general and
panoramic view of the whole human history up to now, and the Almighty said to me, “Martin
Luther King, which age would you like to live in?”--- Strangely enough, I would turn to the
Almighty, and say, “If you allow me to live just a few years in the second half of the
twentieth century, I will be happy.” Now that’s a strange statement to make, because the
world is all messed up. The nation is sick. Trouble is in the land. Confusion all around.
That’s a strange statement. But I know, somehow, that only when it is dark enough, can you
see the stars. And I see God working in this period of the twentieth century in a way that
men, in some strange way, are responding -- something is happening in our world.

Group C
And another reason that I’m happy to live in this period is that we have been forced to a point
where we’re going to have to grapple with the problems that men have been trying to grapple
with through history, but the demands didn’t force them to do it. Survival demands that we
grapple with them. Men, for years now, have been talking about war and peace. But now, no
longer can they just talk about it. It is no longer a choice between violence and nonviolence
in this world; it’s nonviolence or nonexistence.

Group D
... let us keep the issues where they are. The issue is injustice. The issue is the refusal of
Memphis to be fair and honest in its dealings with its public servants, who happen to be
sanitation workers. Now, we’ve got to keep attention on that..........

Now we’re going to march again, and we’ve got to march again, in order to put the issue
where it is supposed to be. And force everybody to see that there are thirteen hundred of
God’s children here suffering, sometimes going hungry, going through dark and dreary nights
wondering how this thing is going to come out. That’s the issue.
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Group E
I call upon you to be with us Monday. Now about injunctions: We have an in junction and
were going into court tomorrow morning to fight this illegal, unconstitutional injunction. All
we say to America is, “Be true to what you said on paper.” If I lived in China or even Russia,
or any totalitarian country, maybe I could understand the denial of certain basic First
Amendment privileges, because they hadn’t committed themselves to that over there. But
somewhere I read of the freedom of assembly. Somewhere I read of the freedom of speech.
Somewhere I read of the freedom of the press. Somewhere I read that the greatness of
America is the right to protest for right. And so just as I say, we aren’t going to let any
injunction turn us around. We are going on.

Group F
Now the other thing we’ll have to do is this: Always anchor our external direct action with
the power of economic withdrawal. Now, we are poor people, individually, we are poor
when you compare us with white society in America. We are poor. Never stop and forget
that collectively, that means all of us together, collectively we are richer than all the nations
in the world, with the exception of nine. Did you ever think about that? After you leave the
United States, Soviet Russia, Great Britain, West Germany, France, and I could name the
others, the Negro collectively is richer than most nations of the world. We have an annual
income of more than thirty billion dollars a year, which is more than all of the exports of the
United States, and more than the national budget of Canada. Did you know that? That’s
power right there, if we know how to pool it.

Group G
We don’t have to argue with anybody. We don’t have to curse and go around acting bad with
our words. We don’t need any bricks and bottles, we don’t need any molotov cocktails, we
just need to go around to these stores, and to these massive industries in our country, and say,
“God sent us by here, to say to you that you’re not treating his children right. And we’ve
come by here to ask you to make the first item on your agenda -- fair treatment, where God’s
children are concerned. Now, if you are not prepared to do that, we do have an agenda that
we must follow. And our agenda calls for withdrawing economic support from you.

Group H
That’s the question before you tonight. Not, “If I stop to help the sanitation workers, what
will happen to all of the hours that I usually spend in my office every day and every week as
a pastor?” The question is not, “If I stop to help this man in need, what will happen to me?”
If I do not stop to help the sanitation workers, what will happen to them? That’s the question.

Let us rise up tonight with a greater readiness. Let us stand with a greater determination.
And let us move on in these powerful days, these days of challenge to make America what it
ought to be. We have an opportunity to make America a better nation.

ALL
And then I got into Memphis. And some began to say that threats, or talk about the threats
that were out… Well, I don’t know what will happen now. We’ve got some difficult days
ahead. But it doesn’t matter with me now. Because I’ve been to the mountain top. And I
don’t mind. Like anybody, I would like to live a long life. Longevity has its place. But I’m
not concerned about that now. I just want to do God’s will. And He’s allowed me to go up
to the mountain. And I’ve looked over. And I’ve seen the promised land. I may not get
there with you. But I want you to know tonight, that we, as a people, will get to the promised
land. And I’m happy, tonight. I’m not worried about anything. I’m not fearing any man.
Mine eyes have seen the glory of the coming of the Lord.
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SELECTED QUOTES

“OUR DEEPEST FEAR IS NOT THAT WE ARE INADEQUATE. OUR DEEPEST
FEAR IS THAT WE ARE POWERFUL BEYOND MEASURE. IT IS OUR LIGHT,
NOT OUR DARKNESS THAT MOST FRIGHTENS US. WE ASK OURSELVES,
WHO AM I TO BE BRILLIANT, GORGEOUS, TALENTED, AND FABULOUS?
ACTUALLY, WHO ARE YOU NOT TO BE? YOU ARE A CHILD OF GOD. YOUR
PLAYING SMALL DOESN’T SERVE THE WORLD. THERE IS NOTHING
ENLIGHTENED ABOUT SHRINKING SO OTHER PEOPLE WON’T FEEL
INSECURE AROUND YOU. WE ARE BORN TO MANIFEST GOD’S GLORY
WITHIN US. ITS NOT JUST IN SOME OF US: IT’S IN EVERYONE. AND, AS WE
LET OUR OWN LIGHT SHINE, WE UNCONSCIOUSLY GIVE OTHER PEOPLE
PERMISSION TO DO THE SAME. AS WE ARE LIBERATED FROM OUR OWN
FEAR, OUR PRESENCE AUTOMATICALLY LIBERATES OTHERS”.

Maryann Williamson
Course of Miracles

Nelson Mandela used this quote in his 1994 inaugural speech

“BE A PERSON WHO SEE OTHERS - WHO GETS TO KNOW WHO THEY ARE
AND WHAT IS IMPORTANT TO THEM, WHO GETS BEHIND THEM AND HELPS
MOVE THEM AHEAD IN THEIR WORLD.

BE A PERSON WHO PUTS YOUR PROJECT OUT TO OTHERS -WHO LETS THEM
KNOW WHO YOU ARE AND WHAT IS IMPORTANT TO YOU, WHO ALLOWS
THEM TO GET BEHIND YOU AND MOVE YOU AHEAD IN YOUR WORLD”.

Barry Oshry

“ULTIMATELY MAN SHOULD NOT ASK WHAT THE MEANING OF HIS LIFE IS,
BUT RATHER HE MUST RECOGNIZE THAT IT IS HE WHO IS ASKED... EACH
MAN IS QUESTIONED BY LIFE” AND HE CAN ANSWER TO LIFE BY
ANSWERING FOR HIS OWN LIFE, TO LIFE HE CAN ONLY RESPOND BY BEING
RESPONSIBLE.”

Viktor Frankl
Man’s Search for Meaning

1. Social psychologists tell us that we cannot truly be persons unless we interact with
other persons. All life is interrelated, and all men are interdependent. And yet we
continue to travel a road paved with the slippery cement of inordinate selfishness.

2. God, who gave us minds for thinking and bodies for working, would defeat his own
purpose if he permitted us to obtain through prayer what may come through work and
intelligence. Prayer is a marvelous and necessary supplement of our feeble efforts, but it
is a dangerous substitute.

Martin Luther King, Jr.
I Have a Dream


